UniFirst Mat Service Beats Purchasing Mats—Hands Down

Our professional rental service delivers mats that are always ready to perform.

- For mats to work, they must be thoroughly and regularly cleaned or they become a source, not a barrier, for soil and moisture.
- Vacuuming only removes about 10% of dirt. Effective cleaning requires regular deep cleanings using soap and water.
- Most mat purchasers don’t have the proper equipment, staff, or time to clean mats effectively.
- UniFirst mats never appear to crack, fade, or warp when exposed to everyday environments.
- Mats serviced by UniFirst perform better and provide a cleaner, safer workplace.
- UniFirst mat service is better for the environment. Purchased mats last a year or less before being disposed of in landfills; ours last five years or more.

We regularly pick up your soiled mats, professionally launder them, and put the hygienically clean ones back in place. We do all the work, you stay clean and dry.

National Floor Safety Institute
All UniFirst-manufactured floor mats are certified as “high traction” by the National Floor Safety Institute (NFSI).